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was encountered in the earlier stages, and by the first week in
April the British advance guard was in sight of the Abyssinian
stronghold. A preliminary action was fought at the foot of
the plateau of Magdala, in which the enemy suffered heavily,
and our troops but little. Theodore in despair made an appeal
for terms, but was unwilling to accept these offered. On April
13 the place was stormed ; the greater part of the garrison
surrendered with little resistance, the king took his own life,
and the campaign was thus brilliantly terminated. The force
carried out its withdrawal unmolested after seeing peace and
order restored in the occupied territory, and by mid-June
1868 all the troops composing it had sailed for Abyssinia.
The unchecked British advance through 300 miles of unknown
and barren country, and the complete victory at the end of it,
were acclaimed with great popular enthusiasm in England, and
contributed in no small degree to the reawakening of interest
in military matters which paved the way for the Cardwell
reforms.
2.	Operations in East Africa, Jubaland and Uganda, i8gj-
igoi.—During the last decade of the nineteenth century Great
Britain consolidated the interests she had acquired in the
newly opened up territory in Eastern and Central Africa by
the declaration of protectorates over East Africa, Jubaland and
Uganda.   The five years from 1897 to 1901 saw a series of
military operations in these areas by small columns which,
though encountering considerable difficulties owing to the
nature of the country, and meeting at times with stubborn
resistance from the warlike tribes, are not 6f sufficient interest
to be described in any detail.   The forces engaged in these
expeditions varied from 600 to 1500 men, and consisted mostly
of Indian troops or units raised locally.
3,	The Somaliland Campaigns, iSgo-igoq.—In northern
Soinaliland, the country lying to the south-east of the Sudan,
on the southern shore of the Gulf of Aden, a protectorate had
been established by us at the request of certain tribes in 1884.
Apart from a small punitive expedition in 1890 against a
refractory clan in the north-west corner of our sphere which
had been guilty of depredations against its neighbours, no
military operations were undertaken until the rise of the
" Mad Mullah " in 1898.   This man organised a religious
movement against the British which in a year had attained
forr^idable proportions, and owing to the South African War
no troops could be spared to deal with him till 1901.   In the
summer of that year he was attacked in his fastness in the
Nogal valley, 150 miles south-east of Berbera, and driven off
into the territory of Mudug, some 150 miles more to the south.

